
MANHATTAN DINING ROOM:

Sundancer Group Dining: On other cruise lines we reserve a dining time for the group in the main dining room.
However, NCL is “Free Style” so there is not just one main dining room and we cannot make reservation for the
entire group. Our suggestion is that those that want to dine in the same area meet outside the Manhattan Room
main dining area nightly at 7:00 pm. (The main dining rooms do not take reservations.)

Norwegian Escape's Manhattan Room offers an experience that is beyond that of most cruise ship main dining
rooms. It is the largest complimentary dining venue onboard. It's a two-level restaurant with a spacious dance
floor taking up a large swath of space near floor-to-ceiling windows at the back of the room. It features live
music for listening or dancing and sometimes other entertainment.

The dinner menu in the Manhattan Room is the same as in Taste and Savor. All three dining rooms are
complimentary.

The décor was inspired by the Art Deco style that flourished in New York City during the first half of the 20th
century. It is a style that you often see in the movies of the 1930s and 40s in which part of the action takes place
in a glamorous supper club. Bolstering the supper club image is a bandstand at the aft end of the dance floor.
On certain evenings, dancers from the Broadway show Burn the Floor take over the Manhattan Room dance
floor and give a performance during dinner. There is no extra charge for this entertainment.

Dine and dance in this main dining room designed like a private New York City supper club.
• Seating Times: Dinner only: 5:30 PM - Midnight
• Dress: We suggest casual dress or resort casual attire. No shorts or jeans after 6 PM.

Videos of the Manhattan Room:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0hJ-YTiNdk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3PA4nMKfGY
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